Eaglehawk Neck Coastal Track – Project Description
(as at 19 Feb 2019)

The Eaglehawk Neck Coastal Track is a proposed walking track
designed to provide a safe connection around Pirates Bay for residents
and visitors. The initiative for the track came from the EHN Community.
The idea was identified as a priority project at a public meeting at EHN
in March 2013.
It is proposed the track go from the car
park for the Tessellated Pavement
(in front of the Lufra Hotel) all the way to
the Tasman Arch. In total it will be about
7 kilometres long. The build of the track
has been divided into six ‘manageable’
stages.
Stage One (pictured) is from the
Tessellated Pavement car park to
the Whale Watchers Lookout on
Blowhole Road.
Stage Two/Three is along the
coastal reserve below Blowhole
Road from the Whale Watchers
Lookout to Caribbean Court.
Stage Four is along the side of
Blowhole Road from Caribbean
Court to the ‘Doo Town’ sign.
Stage Five is from the North East
‘Doo Town’ sign to the car park
near the Blowhole.
Stage Six is from the car park
near the Blowhole up to Tasman
Arch.
(full trail image in following pages)
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The Parks & Wildlife Service (PWS), issued an Authority to undertake works for sections A & B of Stage One in August 2017. Section C, across the Neck was not approved
to go through the dune area as this area is largely undisturbed and the Aboriginal Community want this to remain so.
As a requirement of this ‘Authority’ an Aboriginal Heritage Assessment was conducted in November 2017. The site survey discovered two shell middens which are now
registered. In October 2018 Mtn Trails Pty Ltd provided a report on the design specifications, route and costings estimates for Stage One.
To enable the connection and a safe pathway for the EHN Community, the State Government were asked to widen the
Arthur Highway across the Neck so it is brought up to an acceptable width. Given that no access was allowed through the
dune area for the track the Government was also asked to provide a portion of the existing road (part of the eastern or
southbound lane) for the track.
The Hodgman Liberal State Government agreed and has allocated $1million in this year’s Budget for this to be proceed. A
design team at State Roads and GHD commenced work in November 2018. Initial design options are expected by the end
of April 2019. The design project is to finish by November 2019 in time for the additional funds to be identified and
included in the following State Budget for 2019/20. A written undertaking has been provided by the Government stating
that this work will be completed in its present term and the road works are expected to be completed that year.
At the moment ENACT and the Tasmanian Community Fund are now in the final approval stages that will award our
community a $250,000 grant towards the construction of the track.
Before the track build may start there are a number of actions required, these include but are not limited to:

Conduct a public meeting on 30 March 2019 to gauge community and political support for track
and the proposed route of Stage One.
Further PWS approvals.
Tasman Council formal approval.
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The Big Picture
When finished the track will join the
Tessellated Pavement, Officers
Quarters/Dog Line, Doo Town, and
Blow Hole to the Tasman Arch. The
track would also provide connection
to the rich variety of other local
Tasman Peninsula walks to Devil’s
Kitchen, Waterfall Bay, Clemes
Peak, Tattnels Hill, Waterfall Bay,
Fortescue Bay and Cape Hauy.

EHN Heritage and
Natural Values
The track will traverse the length of
Pirates Bay protecting and
facilitating understanding of our
precious natural history; the
geology, flora and fauna, the
pydarrerme people past and
present, and the history associated
with EHN as part of our colonial
convict past and place.

ENACT Inc.
In 2013, the EHN Community and
Hall Association Inc appointed a
sub-committee to progress this and
other initiatives.
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As this project gained momentum, it was resolved that ENACT incorporate
in its own right, which it did in June 2018.
To facilitate the project ENACT appointed a Project Manager, Ted Leeson.
Ted, a local resident and former senior State Servant and part time Major in
the Army accepted this voluntary role and has been working closely with
ENACT and other stakeholders to make the track a reality.
For further information contact eaglehawkneckact@gmail.com

